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Abstract. We present a one-pass framework for filtering vector-valued images
and unordered sets of data points in an N -dimensional feature space. It is based
on a local Bayesian framework, previously developed for scalar images, where
estimates are computed using expectation values and histograms. In this paper
we extended this framework to handle N -dimensional data. To avoid the curse
of dimensionality, it uses importance sampling instead of histograms to represent
probability density functions. In this novel computational framework we are able
to efficiently filter both vector-valued images and data, similar to e.g. the well-
known bilateral, median and mean shift filters.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present a method for filtering of vector-valued images, x(q) ∈ V = R
n,

where V is a feature vector space such as the RGB color space. For the purposes of this
paper, q is a point in a spatial vector space, q ∈ U = R

m, e.g. q ∈ R
2 for images. It is

however easy to extend this filtering to a curved m-dimensional manifold, q ∈ M . We
also show how a slight modification can generalize this method to be used for filtering
unordered sets of data points in a feature space, {xi} ∈ V = R

n.
The proposed method is inspired by previous work by Wrangsjö et al. [17], a local

Bayesian framework for image denoising of scalar-valued images. That method was
based on a computational framework involving histograms, which made it slow and
nearly impossible to use for vector-valued images. In this paper we propose the novel
use of a Monte Carlo method called importance sampling to overcome this difficulty.
It makes this particular kind of Bayesian filtering feasible for vector-valued images and
data.

2 Previous Work

In [17] the proposed filter is related to bilateral filters [6,10,15,16]. Other filters oper-
ating on local neighborhoods in images with similar characteristics include mean shift-
filtering [4], median filters[2], total variation filters [14], diffusion based noise reduction
[3,13] and steerable filters [5,9]. Several of these filters are compared in [12].
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3 The Bayesian Method

The method is founded on Bayesian theory and for this reason the a posteriori proba-
bility distribution function, pS|X=x(s), is important. If we let s be the true value and x
be the measured value which is corrupted by noise then

pS|X=x(s) =
pX|S=s(x)pS(s)

pX(x)
.

In order to derive an estimate ŝ of the true signal s from the above formula, the condi-
tional expectation value of s may be calculated,

ŝ =
∫

s∈V

s pS|X=x(s)ds = E[S]|X=x . (1)

This is the Minimum Mean Squared Error estimate, which can be calculated if the
different probability distributions are modelled appropriately.

3.1 Noise Models

The modelling of noise, how measurements are related to the true signal value, is im-
portant. For the general case, the conditional probability pX|S=s(x) need to be known
and in many applications this is not a problem. For the special case of additive noise,
X = S + N , where N can belong to e.g. a Gaussian or super-Gaussian distribution,
some simplifications can be made,

pX|S=s(x) =
∫

t∈V

δ(x − t − s)pN (t)dt

= pN(x − s).

For some important special cases, in particular Rician noise which is present in Mag-
netic Resonance (MR) images, the additive model is however not valid unless the noise
is approximated using a Gaussian distribution.

It should also be mentioned that the present method can only handle cases where the
measurements can be considered to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
This makes it difficult to handle e.g. speckle noise in ultrasound images efficiently.

3.2 Signal Models for Images

Most of the power of the method proposed in [17] is embedded in the a priori p.d.f.,
pS(s), which is derived from a local neighborhood around the pixel which is to be esti-
mated. Without knowledge of the exact distribution, a kernel (Parsen window) estimate
of pX(x) is used to model a suitable local prior:

pS(s) = C0

[∑
i

bv(xi − s)bs(q0 − qi)

]α

(2)

≈ C0 pX(s)α (3)
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where bv(·) is the kernel used to approximate density in V, e.g. a Gaussian, and bs(·)
is a similar spatial weight which is used to favor samples which are close to q0, the
position of the pixel to be estimated. The normalizing constant C has no effect on the
estimate, but the exponent α ≥ 1 make the histogram sharper and a higher value of α
promote a harder bias towards the most probable mode in the distribution pX(x). This
local modelling is ad hoc, but has proven to work surprisingly well in practice.

3.3 Signal Models for N-D Data Sets

For unordered data we need to slightly modify this approach. We propose a similar way
to model the a priori distribution for unordered data, the difference being the lack of a
spatial weight.

pS(s) = C1

[∑
i

bv(xi − s)

]α

(4)

≈ C2 pX(s)α (5)

3.4 Estimation

In the original approach for scalar images, histograms were used to estimate the a pri-
ori density function. Since the continuous integrals could not be evaluated exactly, all
integrations were performed numerically in this way. In this paper we instead propose
a solution based on importance sampling to calculate Eq. 1 more efficiently.

4 Importance Sampling

In the original approach for scalar-valued images, discretized histograms were used to
estimate the a priori density function in the numerical calculation of the estimate given
by Eq. 1. This turned out to be infeasible for vector-valued images.

It is evident that the integral in Eq. 1 can be evaluated using Monte Carlo, by draw-
ing samples si from pS|X=x(s) and calculate the expectation value numerically. This
correspond to the upper left illustration in Fig. 1. Sampling from a distribution can how-
ever be tricky and we will now introduce the concepts proper samples and importance
sampling which will give us some freedom.

4.1 Proper Samples

We define the following [1,7,8,11]. A set of weighted random samples {zi, wi}, zi ∈
pZ , is called proper with respect to a distribution pX if for any square integrable func-
tion h(·),

E[wih(zi)] = cE[h(xi)] ⇔∫
w(y)h(y)pZ(y)dy = c

∫
h(y)pX(y)dy,
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Fig. 1. Examples of sampling. T-L: Sampling from pX(x). T-R: Sampling from a uniform dis-
tribution, weighting with wi = pX(xi). B-L: Sampling using a Gaussian as a trial distribution.
B-R: Sampling using a not so suitable Gaussian trial distribution.

for some constant c. Since this should be valid for any h(·), w(y) = c pX(y)/pZ(y),
and ∫

c pX(y)dy =
∫

w(y)pZ(y)dy

c = E[w(zi)].

4.2 Importance Sampling

The notion of proper samples now allow us to numerically calculate the expectation
value of a distribution pX using M samples from a trial distribution pZ ,

E[h(xi)] =
1
c
E[wih(zi)]

≈ 1∑M
i wi

M∑
i

wih(zi).

This is how expectation values are calculated in importance sampling. It can be used
when sampling from pX is difficult but sampling from pZ is easy. This is the case if the
trial distribution pZ is e.g. a uniform distribution, a Gaussian or a mixture of Gaussians.
For us it means that we can evaluate the integral in Eq. 1 by sampling from another
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distribution pZ , if we choose the weights wi appropriately. For the application at hand,
we choose a trial distribution which is similar to the distribution of pixel-values found
in the window defined by bs(·).

In figure 1 some examples of proper sampling are shown. Note in particular that
even though evaluation using importance sampling theoretically converge to the correct
expectation value when M → ∞, an unsuitable choice of trial distribution may give
very slow convergence. Generically, the weight wi for a sample zi should be chosen
so that wi = pX(zi)/pZ(zi). If these weights grow very large, it is an indication that
convergence towards the true expectation value will be slow.

5 Implementation

The Bayesian feature space filtering method was implemented in Matlab and tested
using various choices of trial functions. Two variants were derived, one for vector-
valued images and one for unordered sets of data.

5.1 Vector-Valued Images

The filter was evaluated for each pixel in the image, xi being the values of the pixels in a
neighborhood large enough to fit the spatial weight function bs(q). In the following, x0
is the measured value in the pixel to be estimated, located at position q0. The function
bv(x) is an isotropic Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σv ,
corresponding to a kernel in the feature space used in the density estimation. In the
spatial domain bs(q) is an isotropic Gaussian weight function with standard deviation
σs. The noise of the pixel to be estimated, x0, is modelled using pX|S=z(x0), which
is also an isotropic Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σn. The conditional
expectation value of S can now be expressed using the stochastic variable Z which is
distributed according to the trial distribution.

s = E[S]|X=x0

=
∫

s∈U

s pS|X=x0(s)ds

= E[Z w(Z)]/E[w(Z)]

is approximated for a finite number of samples by

ŝ =
1∑M

i=1 w(zi)

M∑
i=1

ziw(zi).

The weight which should be used to guarantee proper samples is

w(z) =
pS|X=x0(z)

pZ(z)

=
pX|S=z(x0)pS(z)

pZ(z)pX(x0)
,
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Fig. 2. Filtering a 1-D scalar signal. Parameters are shown in the figure.

where pX(x0) is a consequence of Bayes rule in the derivation above, but in practice
has no effect on the estimate. The prior pS(z) is modelled using Eq. 2 and the trial
distribution used in the sampling is a mixture of Gaussians,

pZ(z) =
1

C3

∑
i

bv(xi − z), (6)

which is fairly easy to sample from. In general the choice of trial distribution is very
important when implementing importance sampling. In our experiments we found that
this local estimate of pX worked well in this particular application. Generically this
distribution will contain the same modes and have the same support as the a posteri-
ori distribution we are interested in. Ignoring all constants, the weights can be calcu-
lated,

w(z) = pX|S=z(x0)

[∑
i

bv(xi − z)bs(q0 − qi)

]α

/
∑

i

bv(xi − z).

A non-stochastic alternative would have been to use the samples xi themselves, in the
neighborhood of x0, as samples zi and use the estimate of pX in the neighborhood
to approximate their probability density function. We implemented this variant and it
worked well, but for the experiments on images reported in this paper we have actually
used true importance sampling, with a neighborhood of 5 × 5 pixels and 125 samples
zi from the trial distribution Z in each neighborhood.
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Fig. 3. Filtering a noisy 2-D scalar image with outliers. Left-Right: Noisy data. [σv = 0.04,
σn = 100, σs = 1.0, α = 1]. [σv = 0.04, σn = 0.5, σs = 1.0, α = 20]. [σv = 0.04,
σn = 0.5, σs = 1.0, α = 5.]

Fig. 4. Filtering a noisy 2-D RGB image. Left-Right: Noisy data. [σv = 0.04, σn = 100, σs =
0.8, α = 2]. [σv = 0.14, σn = 0.6, σs = 2.0, α = 20]. [σv = 0.04, σn = 0.2, σs = 0.8,
α = 6].

5.2 Unordered N-D Data

For an unordered set of N -dimensional data, we use the prior defined in Eq. 4, i.e. we
regard all elements in {xi} as “neighbors” to the point x0 to be estimated, and repeat
this procedure for each choice of x0 ∈ {xi}. The trial distribution from Eq. 6 is used
and the lack of spatial weighting allow us to simplify the weight function,

w(z) = pX|S=z(x0)

[∑
i

bv(xi − z)

]α−1

.

Observing that the trial distribution used here is essentially the same as the distribution
of points in {xi}, we use approximated importance sampling in the implementation.
This means that instead of sampling from the true trial distribution, we choose zi = xi.
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Fig. 5. Filtering unordered 2-D. The data is a 1-D “manifold” embedded in 2-D, corrupted by
noise and outliers. The gray arrows show the how each point has moved in the resulting image.
T-L: Noisy data. T-R: σv = 0.05, σn = 0.05, α = 6. B-L: σv = 0.15, σn = 0.06, α = 1. B-R:
σv = 0.1, σn = 0.08, α = 20.

This deterministic procedure turned out to give very similar results to true importance
sampling when the number of data points was large enough.

6 Experiments

Some experiments are included to demonstrate the proposed method.

6.1 Scalar Signals

Experiments in Fig. 2 shows a simple example of filtering a 1-D signal. In Fig. 3 the
method was tried out on a scalar image. These two experiments were included mainly
to illustrate the behavior of the filter and show that it is similar to the previous filter
proposed in [17].

6.2 Vector-Valued Signals

Next the filter was tested on 2D color images, encoded as pixels with RGB color vectors.
The parameters of the filters were tuned manually and Fig. 4 show both good and bad
results.
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6.3 Unordered N-D Data

The filter was then tested on unordered 2-D and 3-D data, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The
data points in Fig. 6 were derived from the RGB-values of the boat image in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Filtering unordered 3-D data. The data is the color values from Fig. 4. T-L: Noisy data.
T-R: σv = 0.05, σn = 0.05, α = 10. B-L: σv = 0.05, σn = 0.1, α = 0. B-R: σv = 0.05,
σn = 0.05, α = 20.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a novel computational framework extending the previous method
proposed in [17] from scalar to vector-valued images and data. The two implementa-
tions we have presented, for images and unordered data, are examples of stochastic and
deterministic variants of the framework.

While the statistical modelling used here is quite simple, it should be noted that
more sophisticated Bayesian modelling could be used within the same framework, for
instance to model the noise more accurately for a specific application such as X-ray
imaging or Diffusion Tensor MRI (DT-MRI).

It should also be noted that the proposed method based on importance sampling
could also be useful for certain cases when images are scalar-valued and the dynamic
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range is so large that it is difficult to create histograms with the precision needed. This
could be the case in computed tomography (CT).

A drawback with the method is the large number of parameters and future research
will have to address this issue. Nevertheless we have found our method easy to tune and
use in practice. The wide range of parameters can also be regarded as a feature since
it allows the filter to change characteristics, spanning for instance both low-pass and
median-like filter solutions.
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